The nucleus of the basal optic root in the pigeon: an electron microscope study.
The ultrastructure of the nucleus of the basal optic root in an avian species (Columba livia) was investigated. The ectomamillary nucleus (EMN) in which terminates the basal optic tract reveals three types of neurons: 1) small round neurons bearing a scanty cytoplasm in organelles, 2) medium-sized neurons, spindle-shaped with a dense population of organelles and 3) large multipolar neurons with well developed perikaryal elements. Some of these neurons have their inner plasma-membrane which fuse to make junctional zones alternating between attachment plates and gap junctions. The analysis of the neuropil displays four types of vesicle-containing profiles (VCP), Type I VCP, identified as optic terminals, are numerous (49%), contain round vesicles (500-550 A) and establish Gray type I contacts principally with dendrites. They also participate in serial and triadic arrangements. Type II VCP have lighter hyaloplasm and are less numerous (6,7%). Rounded vesicles (450-500 A) with a clear content synapse also with Gray type I active zones on dendrites. Some of these profiles have the peculiarity of both a chemical and electrical transmission known as mixed synapses. Type III VCP are larger and contain a mixed population of rounded and flattened vesicles which synapse according to Gray type II. Type IV VCP are characterized by a light hyaloplasm where the microtubules are a predominant organelle. Their active zones are also of Gray type II.